SCOTLAND THE BRAVE

INTRO:- INSTRUMENTAL VERSE WITH KAZOO'S

[G] HARK WHEN THE NIGHT IS FALLING,
[C] LOUDLY AND [G] PROUDLY CALLING,
[D] DOWN THROUGH THE [D7] GLEN
[G] THERE WHERE THE HILLS ARE SLEEPING,
[G+5] NOW FEEL THE BLOOD A-[G]-LEAPING,
[D] OLD HIGHLAND [G] MEN

CHORUS:-

[D] TOWERING IN GALLANT FAME
[G] SCOTLAND MY MOUNTAIN HAME
[Em] HIGH MAY YOUR [D] PROUD STANDARDS
[G] LAND OF MY HIGH ENDEavour
[C] LAND OF MY [G] HEART FOR EVER
[D] SCOTLAND THE [G] BRAVE

[G] HIGH IN THE MISTY HIGHLANDS
[G+5] OUT BY THE PURPLE [G] ISLANDS,
[C] BRAVE ARE THE [G] HEARTS THAT BEAT
BE-[D]-NEATH SCOTTISH [D7] SKIES
[G] WILD ARE THE WINDS TO MEET YOU,
[C] KIND AS THE [G] LOVE THAT SHINES FROM
[D] FAIR MAIDENS' [G] EYES

CHORUS

[G] FAR OFF IN SUNLIT PLACES
[C] YEARNING TO [G] FEEL THE KISS OF
[D] SWEET SCOTTISH [D7] RAIN.
[G] WHERE ARE THE TROPICS BEAMING,
[G+5] LOVE SETS THE HEART A-[G]-DREAMING,
[C] LONGING AND [G] DREAMING
FOR THE [D] HAMELAND A-[G]-GAIN

CHORUS

OUTRO:- INSTRUMENTAL VERSE WITH KAZOO'S